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resumo A elevada dependência energética de Portugal face ao exterior em termos de
combustíveis  fósseis,  aliada  aos  compromissos  assumidos  pelo  País  no
contexto internacional e á estratégia nacional em termos de política energética
bem  como  às  temáticas  da  sustentabilidade  dos  recursos  e  alterações
climáticas, inevitavelmente obrigam Portugal á necessidade de investir na sua
auto-suficiência energética. A estratégia definida pela União Europeia, sob a
forma  da  Estratégia  20/20/20,  define  que  em  2020  60%  do  total  da
electricidade consumida seja proveniente de fontes de energia renováveis. A
energia eólica constitui presentemente uma das principais fontes de produção
de  energia  eléctrica  em  Portugal,  produzindo  em  2013  cerca  de  23%  do
consumo total nacional de electricidade. A Estratégia Nacional para a Energia
2020  (ENE2020),  que  visa  garantir  o  cumprimento  da  Estratégia  Europeia
20/20/20, prevê que cerca de metade desta meta de 60% seja fornecida pela
eólica.

O  presente   trabalho  pretende  aplicar   e   optimizar   um  modelo  numérico   de
previsão do tempo na simulação e modelação do recurso eólico em Portugal,
em zonas offshore e  onshore. A optimização do modelo numérico baseouse
na determinação de quais as condições  iniciais e de  fronteira e opções de
parametrizações  físicas da camada  limite  planetária  a usar  no modelo  que
proporcionam simulações  do   fluxo  de   potência   (ou   densidade  de  energia),
velocidade   e  direcção   do   vento  mais  próximas   de   dados   medidos  in   situ.
Especificamente para zonas offshore pretendese também avaliar se o modelo
numérico, uma vez optimizado, é capaz de produzir dados de vento e fluxo de
potência mais concordantes com dados medidos  in situ  que dados de vento
provenientes   de   satélites.   Neste   trabalho   ambicionase   ainda   estudar   e
analisar possíveis impactos que alterações climáticas de origem antropogénica
poderão ter no recurso eólico disponível sobre a Europa no futuro. 

Os resultados deste trabalho revelaram que as reanálises do ECMWF ERA
Interim são aquelas que, entre todas as bases de dados de forçamento de
modelos   de   previsão   numérica   presentemente   disponíveis,   permitem
simulações   do   fluxo   de   potência,   velocidade   e   direcção   do   vento   mais
concordantes  com medições de  vento  in  situ.  Verificouse   também que as
parametrizações da camada limite planetária PleimXiu e ACM2 são as que
permitem ao modelo usado neste trabalho obter os melhores resultados em
termos de simulação do fluxo de potência,  velocidade e direcção do vento.
Esta optimização do modelo permitiu uma redução significativa dos erros de
simulação do fluxo de potência, velocidade e direcção do vento e, para zonas
offshore,   a   obtenção   de   simulações   do   fluxo   de   potência,   velocidade   e
direcção do vento mais concordantes com medições de vento  in situ  do que
dados provenientes de satélites, resultado este de grande valor e interesse.
Este trabalho revela ainda que alterações climáticas de origem antropogénica
poderão   produzir   impactos   negativos   no   recurso   eólico   futuro   na   Europa,
devido às tendências detectadas para uma futura diminuição das velocidades
do vento especialmente na segunda metade do presente século e sob cenários
de forte forçamento radiativo.
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abstract The high dependence of Portugal from foreign energy sources (mainly fossil
fuels), together with the international commitments assumed by Portugal and
the   national   strategy   in   terms   of   energy   policy,   as   well   as   resources
sustainability and climate change issues, inevitably force Portugal to invest in
its energetic selfsufficiency. The 20/20/20 Strategy defined by the European
Union defines that in 2020 60% of the total electricity consumption must come
from renewable energy sources. Wind energy is currently a major source of
electricity  generation  in  Portugal,  producing about  23% of   the national   total
electricity   consumption   in   2013.   The   National   Energy   Strategy   2020
(ENE2020),  which aims  to ensure  the national  compliance of   the European
Strategy 20/20/20, states that about half of this 60% target will be provided by
wind energy.

This  work  aims   to   implement  and   optimise   a  numerical  weather   prediction
model in the simulation and modelling of the wind energy resource in Portugal,
both   in   offshore   and   onshore   areas.   The   numerical   model   optimisation
consisted  in   the  determination of  which   initial  and boundary conditions and
planetary   boundary   layer   physical   parameterizations   options   provide   wind
power flux (or energy density), wind speed and direction simulations closest to
in situ measured wind data. Specifically for offshore areas, it is also intended to
evaluate if the numerical model, once optimised, is able to produce power flux,
wind speed and direction simulations more consistent with  in situ  measured
data than wind measurements collected by satellites. This work also aims to
study and analyse possible impacts that anthropogenic climate changes may
have on the future wind energetic resource in Europe.

The   results   show   that   the  ECMWF  reanalysis   ERAInterim   are   those   that,
among all the forcing databases currently available to drive numerical weather
prediction models, allow wind power flux, wind speed and direction simulations
more consistent  with  in situ  wind measurements.   It  was also found that  the
PleimXiu and ACM2 planetary boundary layer parameterizations are the ones
that showed the best performance in terms of wind power flux, wind speed and
direction simulations. This model optimisation allowed a significant reduction of
the   wind   power   flux,   wind   speed   and   direction   simulations   errors   and,
specifically   for   offshore   areas,   wind   power   flux,   wind   speed   and   direction
simulations more consistent with in situ wind measurements than data obtained
from satellites, which is a very valuable and interesting achievement. This work
also revealed that future anthropogenic climate changes can negatively impact
future European wind energy resource, due to tendencies towards a reduction
in future wind speeds especially by the end of the current century and under
stronger radiative forcing conditions.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1 - Motivation

In the last decades, the world population growth has escalated at an unprecedented pace.

While in the 1950’s the world population was around 2,500 million people, presently this

number practically tripled to around 6,700 million. The United Nations project that in 2050

the world population will reach 9,200 million people. This increasing population means

higher  needs  of  food,  water,  transports,  communications,  infra-structures,  etc.  In  short,

more energy. Aside the well recognized fact that traditional energy sources based in fossil

fuels  are  finite,  increasingly  scarce  and,  consequently,  expensive,  this  growing  global

energy  need  must  be  faced  bearing  in  mind  the  sustainability  of  the  planet  without

aggravating global warming, climate changes,  loss of biodiversity,  geopolitical  tensions

and socio-economical unbalances.

The global warming and climate change issues are of paramount interest for the planet, and

one of the main sources of uncertainty for future projections of the global political and

socio-economical outlook. Presently, few (if any) doubts remain if the observed rises of

global temperatures and changes in the global climatic system in recent decades are of

anthropogenic sources or not. The latest report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC), the IPCC Assessment  Report  5 (IPCC AR5, 2013) confirms that  it  is

virtually  certain  (>95%) that  human activity  has  been the  main  cause of  the  observed

increasing temperatures since the mid-20th century. Other possible factors, such as natural

internal variability of the climate system and natural external forcings (variation of solar

activity, activity of volcanoes, etc.), are considered to have a marginal contribution to this

global warming. These climate changes are a consequence of the continuously increasing

emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), mainly CO2, to the atmosphere, and several IPCC

Assessment Reports are unanimous in stating that one of the main emission sources of

GHG is the electricity generation from fossil fuels combustion (IPCC AR4, 2007; IPCC
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AR5, 2013). It is worth mentioning some conclusions of IPCC AR5 that should be faced

with the utmost attention and concern: the 1983-2012 period was likely the warmest 30-

year period of the last 1400 years in the Northern Hemisphere, fact that was confirmed by

the  Wold  Meteorological  Organization  (WMO) based  on  measured  temperatures  since

1850, stating that 13 of the 14 warmest years were observed in the last 14 years; global

temperatures can rise 1 to 5ºC over the next 100 years, depending on the amounts of GHG

emitted and the sensitivity of the climate system; sea-level can rise 28 to 98 cm by the end

of the current century, and to more than 3 meters by 2300; if no GHG emissions mitigation

strategies are employed, in summer periods the Arctic Ocean will likely become virtually

ice-free before 2050. 

Thus,  traditional  energy  sources  like  fossil  fuels  are,  on  the  one  hand,  becoming

increasingly scarce and costly due to their finite nature and, on the other hand, one of the

main  responsible  for  climate  changes  and the  deterioration  of  the  global  environment.

Thus, a revolution in the energy sector paradigm is unavoidable and alternative energy

sources must be obtained. Renewable energy sources are a cornerstone in this revolution,

and all efforts must be employed to support the penetration of renewable energy sources in

energy production systems at a global scale. 

Portugal can be seen as a good example in terms of support and investment in renewable

energy  sources,  being  the  4th country  in  Europe  with  higher  penetration  of  renewable

energy  sources  in  the  total  electricity  consumption.  According  to  the  Portuguese

Association of Renewable Energies (APREN), in 2013 renewable energy sources (wind,

biomass,  solar  and  hydropower)  supplied  58,3%  of  the  total  national  electricity

consumption that, according to the Portuguese Economy Ministry, allowed savings of 846

million EUR (ME) in fossil fuels imports and purchase of CO2 emission licenses. Within all

renewable  energy sources  presently  used  for  electricity  generation,  wind is  one of  the

global leaders in terms of installed generating capacity, fastest growth and technological

maturing. In Portugal, wind-derived electricity production has grown in the last decade at a

rate  unbeaten  by  any  other  electricity  generation  source.  According  to  the  Portuguese

Agency of Energy and Geology (DGEG) and the Portuguese Electrical Company (EDP), in

2003 Portuguese wind farms produced 494 GWh of electricity, corresponding to about 1%
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of the total national electricity production. 2005 witnessed a turning point, when electricity

produced from the wind reached 1.77 TWh, roughly 4% of the total national electricity

consumption.  From  there  on,  this  growth  escalated.  In  2008  wind-derived  electricity

reached  more  than  10%  of  the  total  national  electricity  production,  and  in  2012  the

benchmark of 10 TWh of electricity production was reached by national wind farms. By

half of 2013, DGEG announced that wind energy production already reached 11.5 TWh,

more  than  23  times  what  was  produced  in  2003.  These  figures  clearly  reflect  the

importance, impact and exponential growth of wind energy in Portugal witnessed in only

one decade. Even at a global scale, and bearing in mind that is a relatively small country,

Portugal is presently one of the world leading countries in terms of installed wind power,

and this growth is still in progress. In 2011 and 2012, Portugal was ranked in 10 th place

worldwide and 5th place among European countries in terms of total wind energy installed

capacity (Global Wind Energy Council 2011, 2012). This high wind energy installed power

resulted that in the last years wind energy has been one of the main sources of national

electricity  production.  Portugal  is  the  2nd country  in  the  world  where  wind  power

contribution to the overall electricity consumption is higher, and growing each year: in

2010 Portugal was able to achieve an 18% quota of wind-derived energy in the total annual

energy  consumption,  outranked  worldwide  only  by  Denmark  (Global  Wind  Energy

Council,  2010),  and  in  2012  this  quota  increased  to  20%,  again  only  outranked  by

Denmark (APREN, 2013). In 2013 Portuguese wind farms were able to produce 23% of

the annual electricity consumption,  supplying 84% of the instantaneous total  electricity

consumption at 2 AM October 23rd and 93% at 4:30 AM November 11th. According to the

Portuguese Economy Ministry, the performances of national wind farms in 2013 resulted

in a positive financial impact of 450 ME due to savings in fossil fuels imports and CO2

emission licenses purchasing. As aforementioned, in 2013 Portugal saved 846 ME due to

the use of renewable energy sources in its electricity production. As it can be seen, in this

year  wind power  alone  was  responsible  for  half  of  this  saving.  The  prospects  for  the

current year of 2014 are even more encouraging: in January 2014, 35% of the total national

electricity consumption was supplied by wind power (APREN, 2014). 

Despite these recent promising figures, Portugal still has in average a strong dependency

from foreign energy sources of about 70-80% in terms of primary energy sources (source:
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Portuguese  Economy  Ministry),  being  that  these  imported  primary  energy  sources  are

mainly constituted by fossil fuels. As an example, according to the Portuguese National

Statistics  Institute,  the  importation  of  fossil  fuels  in  2011  represented  a  deficit  in  the

national trade balance of about 7,200 ME. The higher use of endogenous renewable energy

sources witnessed in the last years allowed the foreign energy dependence to be reduced in

about 7%. Thus, the path to further reduce this foreign energy dependence and increase

national electricity production based in renewable energy sources is still long.

Since the late 1990’s, Europe and the European Union (EU) have been leading the efforts

to  support  and  materialize  the  penetration  of  renewable  energy  sources  in  electricity

production.  These  goals  were  reasserted  in  the  20/20/20  Energy  and  Climate  Package

(URL 1), approved by the EU in late 2008. This strategy binds all EU 27 state members to

reduce  GHG  emissions  in  20%  by  2020  (relatively  to  1990),  increase  to  20%  the

contribution  of  renewable  energy  sources  to  the  total  energy  consumption  (more  than

doubling the 2005 8.5% quota), and less 20% energy consumption by increasing energetic

efficiency. At EU level, and considering the current wind energy growth rate, it is expected

that wind can provide up to one third of this 20% of renewable energy sources contribution

to the total energy consumption, with its electrical generating installed capacity increased

up to fivefold in the upcoming decade (de Vries, 2008a and 2008b). These expectations

reflect the central role of wind energy in the EU energetic strategy.

In order to comply with these EU targets, Portugal developed the National Energy Strategy

2020 (ENE2020), approved by the Portuguese Government in April 2010 (URL 2). The

ENE2020 is  more  ambitious  and went  even further  than the  EU 20/20/20 Energy and

Climate Package, aiming to achieve 31% of renewable energy sources contribution to the

total  energy  consumption  in  2020.  Although  these  total  energy  consumption  refers  to

transports, heating/cooling systems and electricity consumption all together, the latter is the

one with the highest goal in terms of renewable energy sources contribution: in 2020, 60%

of  the  total  national  electricity  consumption  must  be  produced  by  renewable  energy

sources (wind, solar, biomass, waves and hydropower). ENE2020 expects that about half

of  this  60% goal  will  be  supplied  by  wind power  alone,  foreseeing that  by  2020 the

national wind energy installed capacity can double from the actual 4,724 MW (late 2013)
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to 8,500 MW, which reinforces the extreme importance of wind power to Portugal energy

strategy for the upcoming years. 

Therefore,  the  high  Portuguese  foreign  energy  dependency,  scarcity  and  high  cost  of

imported fossil fuels, commitments to EU 20/20/20 Energy and Climate Package and goals

defined  by  the  ENE2020,  together  with  the  paradigms  of  sustainability  and  climate

changes,  inevitably  bind  Portugal  to  invest  in  its  energetic  self-sufficiency  by  taking

advantage  of  its  endogenous  renewable  energy  sources.  Considering  the  ENE2020

expectations on wind power contribution to total electricity consumption, it becomes clear

the need for Portugal to further continue and even increase its investment in wind farms

installation  and/or  optimisation.  Although,  and  as  previously  mentioned,  Portugal  has

already  a  considerable  wind  energy  portfolio,  its  growing  potential  is  still  high:  (i)

upgrading the existing wind farm turbines by installing the latest models, more efficient

and with higher energy production capabilities; (ii) installing new wind farms in areas until

now considered as economically unattractive, but that future development on wind turbines

technology might allow a profitable exploration; (iii) installing offshore wind farms. The

latter has a huge growth potential since until the present moment Portugal does not have

any offshore wind farm installed, mainly due to the fact that its continental shelf shows

some unfavourable characteristics to the installation of offshore wind turbines (steep slopes

and deep near-coast waters). However, future development and progress on offshore wind

turbines  technology  are  expected  to  overcome these  limitations  (for  example,  floating

offshore wind turbines).  Therefore,  these national  goals  and expectations  regarding the

expansion of wind farms pose several  and new challenges to  the national  wind power

industry,  mainly  in  mapping the  most  attractive  sites  for  wind energy exploration  and

accurately  assess  the  wind  energy  production  potential  of  a  given  area.  Also  at  an

international level, the current and future expansion of the wind energy markets combined

with the explosive growth of worldwide installed wind power over the last decade and the

progressive  liberalization  of  electricity  markets  support  the  need  to  accurately  and

efficiently perform these tasks. 

Wind  energy  spatial  mapping  and production  potential  assessment  at  a  given area  are

traditionally based on classical methods that rely on  in situ wind measurements. These
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methods are still the most reliable for an efficient and accurate spatial mapping of wind

energy  resource  and/or  wind  energy  production  potential  assessment  at  a  given  area,

meaning higher certainty in the expected available wind resource and lower associated

investment risks, key prerequisites for the successful development of wind energy projects

(Carvalho et al., 2013). These in situ wind measurements, performed specifically for wind

energy exploration purposes, are planned and conducted by wind farms promoters. These

wind measuring campaigns are performed in candidate areas for wind farms installation, in

which  are  installed  one  or  more  wind  measuring  masts  that  collect  wind  speed  and

direction  observations  for  one  or  more  years.  However,  these  wind  measurement

campaigns have some constraints, namely their high costs (in particular for offshore areas,

where  the  costs  of  installing  wind  measuring  masts  are  exponentially  higher  when

compared  to  onshore  sites),  data  quality  and/or  availability  and  the  need  to  perform

measurements for a representative period, usually with a minimum duration of one year.

Moreover, these time and money consuming measurement campaigns may reveal that the

sites under analysis do not show an economically attractive wind energy potential, which

will  lead  to  an  irreversible  loss  of  a  considerable  amount  of  investment  already

materialized. 

As an alternative to these tailored and “wind farm oriented” wind measuring campaigns,

wind observations are usually available within national meteorological services measuring

networks  (although  usually  this  data  has  restricted  access).  However,  usually  these

meteorological stations are located in urban areas, which are not typically good candidates

for wind farms installation due to construction restrictions and unattractive wind energetic

potential caused by the fact that urban buildings tend to obstruct and dissipate low level

winds. Adding to this, usually these meteorological stations measure the wind speed and

direction at 10 meters (m) above ground level (a.g.l), and for wind energy spatial mapping

and production potential assessment purposes higher altitudes are considered (80 to 120 m

a.g.l.). Specifically for offshore winds, given that meteorological stations are not installed

in  ocean  areas,  there  are  other  alternatives:  wind  measurements  collected  at  buoys

deployed  in  ocean,  measurements  collected  onboard  ships  and  vessels  and  satellite

observations. However, these types of wind measurements are usually taken in a limited

spatial  and/or  time window (in the case of buoys and vessels  measurements),  or at  an
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insufficient time and/or spatial resolution (typically for satellite derived wind data), thus

making the data unrepresentative of the wind regime over a medium or large spatial area or

temporal period. Moreover, usually these types of ocean wind measurements suffer from

large data gaps due to instruments malfunctions and deterioration, related to the typical

ocean harsh conditions. Furthermore, the increasing evolution of the wind energy industry

is bringing the need to obtain a preliminary knowledge of the available wind resource at

sites with few (or not at all) local measurements – wind resource mapping. In these sites,

this preliminary knowledge of the local wind regimes is of the utmost importance, at least

in a preliminary stage in order to help the wind production potential assessment process. 

Considering these disadvantages of tailored wind measurement campaigns, together with

the growing needs of the wind power industry, the value of an alternative way to obtain

reliable wind data for wind energy spatial mapping and preliminary production potential

assessment  becomes  obvious.  Numerical  weather  prediction  (NWP) models,  which  are

atmospheric  models  that  consider  physical  phenomena  such  as  frictional,  thermal  and

convective effects, are a very powerful and useful tool to simulate meteorological variables

(Carvalho  et  al.,  2012).  In  the  recent  past,  NWP simulations  have  been  used  with

interesting and promising results  in several applications within the wind energy sector:

building wind resource maps in spatially large areas, useful in large scale electrical grid

planning and preliminary assessment of potential wind energy exploration sites; computing

local  long  term climatologies  to  allow the  assessment  of  the  wind variability  and  the

representativeness of measurement campaigns; and in the growing field of wind power

production  short  term  forecasting,  due  to  the  need  to  plan  electrical  grid  balance.

Therefore, due to the inexistence of wind observations for a given spatial area and/or time

period or to the need of a high resolution representative mapping of the local wind resource

over a determined area, NWP wind modelling might be unavoidable. 

However,  as with any numerical simulation,  the limitations of this  approach should be

carefully considered on a case-by-case analysis. The use of NWP models as source of wind

data offers, on the one hand, advantages when compared to wind measuring stations such

as gap-free and fast data availability (depending on the available computational resources),

low operational costs (most of the mesoscale models are freely available for download and
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the  costs  involved  in  their  use  are  residual),  and  higher  sampling  resolution  (both

horizontal and vertical, allowing the computation of virtual wind data sets for several sites

at different heights). On the other hand, there are disadvantages due to the uncertainty

associated to wind data derived from these types of models: NWP models do not represent

the real state of the atmosphere like in situ observed measurements do, since atmospheric

simulation models are, by definition, a simplified approximation of the real atmosphere.

Thus, errors and deviations between modelled and real atmospheric variables will always

occur. In order to minimize modelling errors, a detailed optimisation of the NWP model is

a mandatory step, namely in testing the several NWP model running options and assessing

which configuration produces the best modelling results. 

Due to the chaotic nature of the atmosphere dynamics (Lorenz 1996),  extremely small

errors in defining the initial state of the atmosphere in NWP models will severely amplify

and completely distort the simulated future atmospheric state. As stated by Edward Lorenz,

“the approximate present does not approximately determine the future”. Therefore, one of

the most critical issues regarding NWP modelling is the initial and boundary conditions

used to  force  the  model.  Typically,  these  initial  and boundary data  are  extracted from

reanalysis datasets, which provide all the atmospheric information needed by NWP models

to run their simulations. Reanalysis are gridded datasets that combine data obtained from

global  circulation  models  (GCMs)  with  meteorological  measurements,  providing  a

synthesis  of  the  available  worldwide  observations  in  the  context  of  a  physical  model

(Trenberth et al.,  2010). Currently, there are several freely available reanalyses datasets

produced  by leading  meteorological  agencies  and research  institutes  (USA,  Japan  and

Europe).  Although  all  reanalyses  share  common  features  and  are  based  in  the  same

philosophy, they significantly differ from each other mainly in what is related to the GCM

used, spatial and temporal resolutions, observed data assimilation methods, amount and

sources  of  assimilated measurements,  etc..  Therefore,  it  becomes relevant  to  test  these

several  initial  and  boundary  data  available  in  order  to  assess  if  there  are  significant

differences in using one instead of another and, if so, which one provides the most realistic

initial and boundary data to drive wind modelling and thus allow a more accurate wind

simulation by NWP models.
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Aside the initial atmospheric state issue, wind modelling, and particularly the near-surface

wind  modelling,  is  still  a  major  challenge  to  atmospheric  modellers  involved  in

meteorological  research  and applications  mainly  due  to  the  strong interaction  between

these  low-altitude  atmospheric  flows  and  the  local  terrain  (topography,  land  use,

roughness, etc.).  Offshore winds, and particularly coastal/near-coast winds, constitute an

even bigger modelling challenge when compared to open sea and onshore winds due to the

fact that these winds are strongly influenced not only by the neighbour onshore topography

but  also by discontinuities  between land and sea roughness  and thermal  gradients  that

result from land-sea temperature differences. Thus, the strong interaction between these

low-level  atmospheric  flows  and  the  surrounding  topography  and  geographical

characteristics makes that near-surface winds and its modelling results can vary according

to  the  geographical  area  under  study  and  its  characteristics.  This  interaction,  which

influences the flow circulation patterns particularly for near-surface winds, is described by

the atmospheric planetary boundary layer (PBL) theory. Since both onshore and offshore

wind energy are extracted from near  surface flows, the modelling results  will  strongly

depend  upon  the  ability  of  the  NWP model  to  correctly  represent  and  simulate  PBL

processes. Usually the majority of these occur at spatial scales smaller than the model grid

resolution, making them sub-grid processes (thus, unresolved explicitly by the model) that

require an implicit treatment. This is done using physical parameterization schemes, which

use  physical  assumptions  and  empirical  approximations  to  represent  these  processes.

Typically, NWP models have available for the modeller several different choices regarding

PBL processes parameterizations. Thus, another one of the main issues regarding NWP

near-surface  wind  modelling  is  related  to  the  choice  of  which  PBL parameterization

scheme produces the best wind modelling results for the desired geographical area.

Coming back to the climate changes issue, and although wind energy growth is a key part

of the solution to reduce GHG emissions and consequently mitigate future climate change,

this renewable energy source is highly sensitive to climate change itself due to possible

changes in future atmospheric flow patterns. Regardless of what GHG mitigation policies

and strategies  will  be  effectively  employed in the future (if  any),  climate  changes  are

already on their way and will continue to occur in the upcoming decades due to irreversible

consequences  produced  by  past  human  actions.  The  typical  lifetime  of  wind  farms  is
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around 20 to  30  years  (and can  be  more),  and the  question  whether  the  energy  yield

expected when the wind farm is, or was, planned will change during its operation window

due to ongoing climate changes can determine the success or failure of the wind farm to

achieve  its  production  goals,  affecting  their  financial  viability  and  economical

attractiveness to investors. Given that the wind energetic potential varies with the wind

speed  cubed,  even  apparently  small  variations  in  future  wind  circulation  patterns  and

characteristics  can  strongly  impact  the  future  wind  energetic  production  potential.

Moreover,  it  is  important  to  evaluate  if  future  wind  power  resource  will  change  and

quantify this hypothetical change, in order to assess if this renewable energy source will be

able to continue to actively contribute to GHG emissions reduction in future times. On the

one hand, if climate changes significantly impact future wind characteristics in a negative

way (by decreasing wind speeds) the future wind energy resource will be lower.  Thus,

wind power will  likely not be able to maintain an active and vital  contribute to GHG

emissions reduction, and other renewable energy sources should be encouraged. Therefore,

the climate change itself will inherently diminish our ability to fight it, in a kind of “snow

ball”  effect,  at  least  in  what  is  related  to  the  wind  energy  role  in  GHG  emissions

mitigation.  On the other  hand,  if  climate changes  will  originate  stronger  future winds,

future prospects of wind energy growth are encouraging and a stronger support of new

wind farms projects and technology should be actively materialized. 

Aside the assessment of hypothetical wind energy resource changes due to anthropogenic

climate changes, mainly translated by changes in the future mean wind speeds and their

geographical distributions, other aspects can also strongly impact the future wind energy

effective use.  Changes in future inter and intra-annual variability of the wind resource can

affect the reliability of the produced wind-derived electricity (Pryor and Barthelmie, 2010).

The higher the intra-annual variability, more variable will be the injection of the produced

energy into the electrical grid, causing offer-demand balancing problems and enhancing the

need to perform short-term wind energy production forecasts. Inter-annual variability is a

key issue for the economic feasibility of a wind farm: since the expected annual energy

yield calculated for a wind farm in its planning stage is typically based in 1 to 3 years of

wind measurements, if the years used as reference to compute the expected wind farm

energy production are exceptionally higher or lower in terms of average wind speeds (this
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is, abnormal years in terms of the mean wind climate) the obtained estimates of the wind

farm energy yield will be significantly biased and not realistic for the entire wind farm

lifetime. These biased wind farm energy production estimates can severely affect the wind

farm economic and financial feasibility. Therefore, it is vital to investigate these issues,

assessing  if  climate  changes  can  alter  future  wind  energy  resources  in  a  way  that  it

becomes advisable for the wind energy industry sector to adapt their growth, operation,

technological and business strategies.

Although Portugal has a high and growing wind energy installed productive capacity and

high wind energy derived electricity quotas in its annual electricity consumptions, research

about  such  critical  issues  regarding  NWP wind  modelling  has  not  yet  been  done  for

Portuguese territory.  Even for other  areas  of  the globe,  published research about  these

themes is scarce and not always objective. This work aims to fill these gaps and optimise a

NWP model for wind simulation focused on national territory, by performing a thorough

and  complete  testing  of  which  initial/boundary  datasets  and  PBL  physical

parameterizations  produce  more  accurate  wind  speed  and  direction  simulations  for

Portuguese territory,  for  both  onshore  and offshore  areas.  Furthermore,  and due to  the

newest IPCC future climate projections presented in the recent IPCC AR5 and based in the

recently completed Fifth  Coupled Model  Intercomparison Project  (CMIP5),  it  becomes

important to assess and quantify the impacts of the latest CMIP5 future climate projections

on the wind energetic resource in Europe, one of the main areas in terms of installed wind-

derived  electricity  generating  capacity  in  the  world.  There  is  a  lack  of  research  that

addresses this issue in the light of the new CMIP5 future climate projections for Europe, or

for other areas of the globe, which this work also aims to cover. 

1.2 – Objectives

The objectives of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

1. To implement and optimise a NWP model in the simulation and modelling of the wind

energy resource in Portugal, both for offshore and onshore areas. The NWP optimisation is
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focused  in  the  determination  of  which  initial/boundary  conditions  and  PBL physical

parameterizations options provide wind power flux, wind speed and direction simulations

closest to measured wind data. 

2. Specifically for offshore areas, it  is also intended to assess if the NWP model, once

optimised,  is  able  to  provide  power  flux,  wind  speed  and  direction  simulations  more

consistent  with  measured  wind  data  than  offshore  wind  measurements  collected  by

satellites, a widely used alternative source of measured offshore wind data. 

3. Finally,  this  work  also  aims  to  assess  possible  impacts  that  anthropogenic  climate

changes may have on the future wind energetic resource in Europe, one of the main areas

in terms of installed wind-derived electricity generating capacity in the world, by analyzing

the latest CMIP5 future climate projections.

By accomplishing the first two objectives, the present work has the ambition to objectively

and decisively contribute to the progress of the wind energy penetration in Portugal, vital

for Portugal to: reduce its foreign energy dependence; balance its commercial balance by

saving  financial  resources  in  importing  expensive  fossil  fuels  and  acquisition  of  CO2

emission  licenses;  comply  with  its  international  commitments  within  the  EU 20/20/20

Energy and Climate Package and with its internal goals defined by the national ENE2020;

and  follow  a  “greener”  path  regarding  the  climate  changes  and  planet  sustainability

paradigms. The third objective aims to shed a new light in the issue of climate changes

impacts on future wind energy resource and production, by analyzing the newest and state-

of-the-art future wind climate projections offered by the CMIP5 project, with the ambition

to assess if wind energy will continue to be a strong and active part of the solution to

reduce GHG and mitigate future climate changes and also to offer more realism in the wind

farms expected energy production estimates for its entire lifetime, vital for the success of

the wind farms projects and for the wind energy stakeholders.
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1.3 – Structure of this work

Due to the fact that all  the work developed in this  thesis  was already published (or is

currently submitted for publication) in international peer-reviewed scientific journals, this

thesis was structured in the following way:

Chapter 2 presents a description of the NWP model used in this work, since this was not

thoroughly done in the published articles.

Chapter 3 presents the research about the optimisation of the NWP model regarding which

initial and boundary conditions used as forcing provide wind power flux, wind speed and

direction simulations closest to  in situ measured wind data. This chapter is composed by

two research  articles  published in  international  peer-reviewed scientific  journals,  in  its

original published format: the first article focusing on onshore areas and the second article

dedicated to offshore areas.

Chapter 4 presents the research about the optimisation of the NWP model regarding which

PBL physical parameterization options provide wind power flux, wind speed and direction

simulations closest to in situ measured wind data, both for offshore and onshore areas. This

chapter is constituted by one research article published in an international peer-reviewed

scientific journal in its original published format.

Chapter 5 assesses if the NWP model, once optimised, is able to provide power flux, wind

speed and direction simulations more consistent with in situ measured offshore wind data

than wind measurements collected by satellites and other alternative sources. This chapter

is presented in the form of two research articles published in international peer-reviewed

scientific journals, in its original published format.

Chapter 6 focuses in climate changes impacts of future wind energy resource in Europe.

This research is presented in the form of an article presently submitted for publication to an

international peer-reviewed scientific journal.
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Chapters 3 to 6 include, in the published articles, introductory notes and literature surveys

regarding the state-of-the-art of each topic under investigation.

Chapter  7 provides  an  integrated  synthesis  of  the  main  conclusions  derived  from the

research presented in Chapters 3 to 6. 

Chapter  8  addresses  the  future  work  to  be  done  in  the  issues  focused  in  this  thesis,

suggesting possible research paths to develop and deepen the issues investigated in this

thesis. 
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Chapter 2 – Description of the NWP model

The NWP model used in this work to perform the wind simulations was the Weather and

Research  Forecast  (WRF)  mesoscale  model.  Besides  its  numerical  weather  prediction

applications, WRF is also an atmospheric simulation system designed for both research and

operational  applications.  The  WRF  model  is  a  state-of-the-art  atmospheric  modelling

system, being the result of a continuous collaborative effort in which several institutions

are involved:  the National  Centre  for  Atmospheric  Research’s  (NCAR) Mesoscale  and

Microscale  Meteorology  (MMM)  Division,  the  National  Oceanic  and  Atmospheric

Administration’s  (NOAA)  National  Centres  for  Environmental  Prediction  (NCEP)  and

Earth  System  Research  Laboratory  (ESRL),  the  Department  of  Defense’s  Air  Force

Weather Agency (AFWA) and Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), the Centre for Analysis

and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma, and the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA), with the participation of university scientists. 

2.1 – General characteristics

WRFs Advanced Research (ARW) dynamical core, version 3.4.1 (released in 2011), was

the  one  used  in  this  work.  The  summarized  information  regarding  the  WRF  model

presented in this section was taken from WRF-ARW Version 3 Modelling System User’s

Guide (NCAR, 2012) and from the WRF Version 3 NCAR Technical Note (Skamarock et

al., 2008). Detailed information about all aspects of this modelling code can be found on

these  references.  The  ARW  solver  integrates  the  compressible,  nonhydrostatic  Euler

equations and follows a conservative approach for scalar variables. Its prognostic variables

are,  among  others:  cartesian  velocity  U  and  V  components,  vertical  velocity  (W),

perturbation  potential  temperature,  perturbation  geopotential  and  perturbation  surface

pressure of dry air,  turbulent kinetic energy, water vapour mixing ratio, rain/snow mixing

ratio, cloud water/ice mixing ratio, etc.. Its time integration is based in a 2nd or 3rd order

Runge-Kutta  scheme with smaller  time step for acoustic and gravity-wave modes.  The
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spatial  discretization  uses  2nd to  6th order  advective  schemes.  Full  Coriolis  terms  are

included to consider Earth rotation effects. WRF offers several nesting options (one-way,

two-way interactive and moving nest), where higher resolution simulation meshes can be

nested on lower resolution simulation grids. WRF also offers the capabilities of performing

grid and observational nudging.

2.2 –WRF-ARW modelling system architecture and operating chain

An overview of WRF modelling system architecture is presented in Figure A, in the form

of a flow chart  that illustrates the several components of the model and the respective

operating order.

Figure A – WRF-AWR modelling system flow chart

The WRF Pre-Processing System (WPS) is a suite of programs that ingest terrestrial (static

data) and meteorological data (in GRIB format) and processes them for input to the ARW

real data system. The GEOGRID program is used to build a physical simulation grid by

defining the projection type, location on the globe, size of the grid, nest locations, grid

horizontal  resolution  (among  other  parameters)  and incorporating  terrestrial  static  data

(topography, land-use, albedo, snow and vegetation cover, etc.) into that grid. The WRF-

ARW supports grid nesting that allows increased resolution over a region of interest, by

introducing  additional  grid(s)  into  the  simulation.  The  option  to  add  (or  not)  nested
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simulation domains to the simulation is done in the GEOGRID program. Figure B presents

two schematics of how nested domains can look like.

Figure B – Nested simulation grids

In Figure B, grid 1 is called the “parent domain” and grids 2 to 4 are the nested domains.

As it can be seen, the nested domains can be nested in any of the other domains, as long as

the grid where the domain is nested has a coarser resolution than the one to be used in the

nested grid.  The ability  to  use nested domains  is  of  great  utility  since  it  allows high-

resolution simulations maintaining model stability and accuracy. Interaction between the

parent  (coarser)  and nested  (finer)  grids  can  be  defined  in  two different  ways:  1-way

nesting, where information (lateral boundaries conditions) from the coarser (parent) grid is

passed to the finer grid only; and 2-way nesting, where the finer grid solution replaces the

coarser  grid  solution  in  grid points  that  lie  inside  the  finest  grid  and this  information

exchange between the grids is in both directions (coarser-to-finer for the fine-grid lateral

boundary computation and finer-to-coarser during the feedback at each coarse-grid time

step). 

The programs UNGRIB and METGRID are responsible for taking the meteorological data

to be used as initial and boundary forcing conditions for the simulation and process them

for  incorporation  in  the  simulation  grid(s)  provided  by  GEOGRID.  While  UNGRIB

extracts  the  necessary  data  and  reformats  the  GRIB  meteorological  data  files  into  an

internal binary format readable by WRF/WPS, METGRID horizontally interpolates this

meteorological  data  onto  the  simulation  grid(s).  The  output  from  the  WPS  package

provides a complete 3-dimensional state of the atmosphere on the model grid(s) at the

selected  time  instants,  which  is  after  used  by the  ARW real  data  system.  This  output
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contains: 3-dimensional fields of temperature, relative humidity and horizontal components

of  momentum;  2-dimensional  static  terrestrial  fields  that  include  albedo,  Coriolis

parameters, terrain elevation, vegetation/land-use type, land/water mask, map scale factors,

map  rotation  angle,  soil  texture  category,  vegetation  greenness  fraction  and

latitude/longitude; and 2-dimensional time-dependent fields which include surface pressure

and  sea-level  pressure,  layers  of  soil  temperature  and  soil  moisture,  snow depth,  skin

temperature, sea surface temperature and a sea ice flags.

Each one of these resulting 3-D grids (one for each time instant and for each domain)

consists in a staggered Arakawa-C type grid (Figure C), where the U and V components of

horizontal velocity (wind) are normal to the respective faces of the grid cell, and the mass,

thermodynamic, scalar and chemistry variables are located in the centre of the cell. The

variable staggering has an additional column of U in the x-direction and an additional row

of V in the y-direction since the normal velocity points define the grid boundaries. The

horizontal  momentum components reflect  an average across  each cell-face,  while  each

mass,  thermodynamic,  scalar  and  chemistry  variable  is  the  representative  mean  value

throughout  the  cell.  Feedback  is  handled  to  preserve  these  mean  values:  the  mass,

thermodynamic, scalar and chemistry fields are fed back with an average from within the

entire coarse grid point and the horizontal momentum variables are averaged along their

respective normal coarse grid cell faces.

Figure C – WRF horizontal staggered grid
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In the case of using nested domains, the staggered nested grids look like the ones shown in

Figure D.

Figure D – Nested staggered horizontal grids

It should be borne in mind that although the WPS output consists in 3D grids, the vertical

levels of these grids are the ones provided by the original forcing data (e.g., global models

vertical levels). Thus, after running METGRID, which builds the initial and boundary data

grids, the next step is to vertically interpolate the data onto the WRF model vertical levels.

This is done by the REAL program (for simulations applied to real case studies, as is the

case  of  this  thesis).  WRF  vertical  coordinates  are  terrain-following,  dry  hydrostatic-

pressure,  where the model top is a constant pressure surface (Figure E).  These vertical

coordinates, also called η (eta) levels, are defined by the following equation:
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Where Ph is the hydrostatic component of the pressure, Phs is the hydrostatic pressure at the

surface and  Pht  is  the  hydrostatic  pressure  at  the  model  domain  top  boundary.  The

coordinate definition is the traditional σ-coordinate used in many hydrostatic atmospheric

models. η varies from a value of 1 at the surface to 0 at the upper boundary of the model

domain. This vertical coordinate is also called a mass vertical coordinate.
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Figure E – WRF vertical coordinates

After  building  the  input  grids  for  the  ARW real  data  system (WPS +  REAL),  which

basically  are  the  initial  and  boundary  conditions  of  the  simulation  interpolated  to  the

simulation domain(s), the next step will be to run the simulation. This is done by running

the WRF program of the ARW real data system. The simulation configuration regarding all

of its aspects is done in the configuration file of the WRF program. This configuration file

defines, among other options, the temporal design of the simulation (starting and end dates,

tie interval of the output, etc.), the domains configuration (nested or not, time steps, grid

horizontal and vertical resolutions, etc.), the four dimensional data assimilation (FDDA)

and  the  physical  configuration  of  the  simulations.  The  FDDA system,  also  known  as

nudging, consists in a method of maintaining the simulation close to reference datasets

(considered as good representations of the atmospheric state, usually reanalysis/analyses

and/or observations datasets) over the course of the simulation. This system supports two

different types of FDDA, which can be used separately or in combination. Grid/analysis

nudging forces  the  simulation  towards  a  reanalyses/analyses  dataset  in  all  grid  points.

Observational nudging locally forces the simulation towards measured data in the vicinity

of the measurement site.  These FDDA methods are very useful to minimize the model

divergence and accumulation of truncation errors in long simulations periods, in which the

model  typically  is  not  often  reinitialized.  Since  this  work  focuses  on  the  physical

parameterization schemes available in WRF, a brief description of the main characteristics
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of  the  several  groups  of  physical  parameterization  options  available  in  WRF-ARW is

presented.

2.3 –WRF-ARW physical parameterizations 

WRF’s  physical  parameterizations  are  employed  to  include  the  effects  of  sub-grid

processes  in  the  simulation  grid.  Sub-grid  processes  are  usually  defined  as  physical

processes that occur at a spatial and/or temporal scale smaller than the model grid/time-

step  resolution  and,  therefore,  cannot  be  explicitly  solved  by  the  model.  In  the

impossibility of an explicit representation of such phenomena, an implicit representation of

the sub-grid processes effects (and not the processes “per se”) is included in the model grid

variables  (explicitly  solved)  through  the  use  of  parameterization  schemes.  These

parameterization  schemes  are  based  on  conceptual  or  empirical  relationships  to

approximate  the  impact  of  sub-grid  processes  on  the  resolved  scale  dynamics  and

thermodynamics.  WRF’s  physical  parameterizations  can  be  divided  into  different

categories,  each one containing several available choices.  The physic parameterizations

categories are: microphysics, cumulus, radiation, surface layer (SL), land-surface models

(LSM) and planetary boundary layer (PBL). 

Microphysics parameterization schemes deal with processes controlling formation of cloud

droplets and ice crystals, their growth and fall-out as precipitation. These schemes include

explicitly resolved water vapour, cloud, and precipitation processes. 

Cumulus  parameterization  schemes  are  responsible  for  the  sub-grid  scale  effects  of

convective and/or  shallow clouds,  and are designed to represent  vertical  fluxes  due to

unresolved updrafts/downdrafts  and compensating motion outside the clouds,  providing

also vertical heating, moistening profiles and the convective component of surface rainfall.

Cumulus parameterizations are theoretically only necessary to use in grid sizes greater than

approx. 10 km, in  order to properly release latent heat on a realistic time scale in  the

convective columns. 
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Radiation schemes handle the atmospheric heating due to radiative flux divergence and

surface downward long- and short-wave radiation for the ground heat budget. Long-wave

radiation  includes  infrared  or  thermal  radiation  absorbed  and  emitted  by  gases  and

surfaces. Upward long-wave radiative flux from the ground is determined by the surface

emissivity,  which  depends  on  the  land-use  type  and  ground  temperature.  Short-wave

radiation includes visible and neighbour wavelengths of the solar spectrum. Although the

only source of short-wave radiation is the Sun, processes such as absorption, reflection,

and scattering in  the atmosphere and at  surfaces  are  included.  The upward short-wave

radiation flux is the reflection due to surface albedo. In the atmosphere, radiation schemes

respond to  model-predicted  cloud and water  vapour  distributions,  as  well  as  specified

carbon dioxide, ozone, and (optionally) trace gas concentrations.

Surface layer schemes deal with the friction velocities and exchange coefficients that allow

the calculation of surface heat and moisture fluxes by the land-surface models, and surface

stress  in  the  planetary  boundary  layer  scheme.  Over  water  surfaces,  the  surface  layer

scheme calculates  the  surface  fluxes  and diagnostic  fields.  These schemes  provide  the

stability-dependent  information  about  the  surface  layer  for  the  land  surface  and  PBL

schemes. 

The land surface models provide heat and moisture fluxes over land points and sea-ice

points  by  combining  information  from  the  surface  layer  (atmospheric  information),

radiation (radiative forcing) microphysics and convective schemes (precipitation forcing),

together with internal information on the land’s state variables and land surface properties.

These fluxes provide a lower boundary condition for the vertical transport done in the PBL

schemes (or the vertical diffusion scheme in the case where a PBL scheme is not run, such

as  in  large-eddy  mode).  Land  surface  models  update  the  land’s  state  variables  which

include the ground (skin) temperature, soil temperature profile, soil moisture profile, snow

cover, and possibly canopy properties. 

Planetary boundary layer schemes deal with the vertical sub-grid scale fluxes due to eddy

transports in the entire atmospheric column, not just the boundary layer. Thus, when a PBL

scheme is activated, explicit vertical diffusion is turned-off with the assumption that the
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PBL scheme will handle this process. The surface fluxes are provided by the surface layer

and land-surface model schemes. The PBL schemes determine the flux profiles within the

well-mixed boundary layer and the stable layer, and thus provide atmospheric tendencies

of  temperature,  moisture  (including  clouds),  and  horizontal  momentum  in  the  entire

atmospheric column. The schemes are one-dimensional, and assume that there is a clear

scale  separation  between  sub-grid  eddies  and  resolved  eddies.  This  assumption  will

become less clear at grid sizes below a few hundred meters, where boundary layer eddies

may start to be resolved, and in these situations the scheme should be replaced by a fully

three-dimensional local sub-grid turbulence scheme such as the TKE diffusion scheme.

Although this categorization of model physics, there are many interactions between them

through the model state variables (potential temperature, moisture, wind, etc.) and their

tendencies, and through the surface fluxes (Figure F). All the physical parameterizations

interact  in  some  way  with  the  surface  physics  (land-surface  models,  and,  potentially,

coupled ocean models). The surface physics, while not explicitly producing tendencies of

atmospheric state variables, is responsible for updating the land-state variables. Although

the microphysics schemes do not output tendencies, they do update the atmospheric state

during the simulation. 

Figure F – Interactions between the several physical parameterizations (simplified)
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Chapter  3  –  Optimisation  of  the  WRF

model  wind  simulation:  testing  of  initial

and boundary datasets

This chapter presents the testing of which initial and boundary datasets used to force the

WRF  model  produce  the  most  accurate  wind  power  flux,  wind  speed  and  direction

simulation  results.  This  chapter  describes  this  research  in  the  form of  two  published

research articles, one for onshore areas and another one for offshore areas. In each of these

articles it is detailed the methodology followed, area under study, initial/boundary datasets

tested and in situ observed data used to compare the simulations driven by each initial and

boundary dataset. Also introductory notes and state of the art are included.

3.1 - Onshore

The article  presented  below details  the  research  about  the  testing of  which  initial  and

boundary datasets used to force the WRF model produce the most accurate  wind power

flux,  wind  speed  and  direction  simulation  results  for  onshore  Portuguese  continental

territory. This article can be consulted in the link: 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261913009847
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3.2 - Offshore

This article details the research about the testing of which initial and boundary datasets

used to force the WRF model produce the most accurate wind power flux, wind speed and

direction simulation results for offshore areas. 

Until the recent past Portugal did not have any sources of in situ offshore measured winds,

due to the inexistence of buoys that measure the wind speed and direction moored offshore

the Portuguese continental coast. In 2009-2010 three buoys equipped with wind measuring

instruments  were  moored  offshore  the  Portuguese  continental  coast,  one  near  Leixões

harbour and two located in the Nazaré Canyon. However, at the time that this research was

performed these buoys did not have one complete year of measurements available (due to

several intermittences in their operation) and were not, therefore, considered in this study

as sources of in situ offshore measured wind data. Due to this lack of offshore measured

wind data along the Portuguese continental coast, and as detailed in the article, offshore

wind measurements collected by buoys equipped with wind measuring instruments moored

offshore the Galician coast  and the Gulf  of Cádiz (the nearest  areas to  the Portuguese

continental coast) were used as offshore wind measurements. This article is available in the

following link: 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261914008216
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Chapter 4 – Optimisation of the NWP 

model wind simulation: testing of PBL 

parameterizations options

This chapter focuses on the optimisation of the WRF model regarding which PBL physical

parameterization  schemes  options  provide  wind  power  flux,  wind  speed  and  direction

simulations  closest  to  measured  wind  data,  both  for  offshore  and  onshore  areas.  This

chapter describes this research through one published research article, in which is detailed

the methodology followed, state of the art area under study, parameterizations tested and

observed data used to compare the several simulations. This article is available in the link:

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261914008939
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Chapter 5 – Comparison of NWP 

modelled and satellite-derived offshore 

wind data with in situ offshore wind 

measurements

Unlike onshore wind measurements,  which are invariably collected by wind measuring

masts or meteorological stations, offshore winds are also measured by satellites orbiting

the  Earth.  These  offshore  wind measurements  derived from satellite  observations  have

been widely used in  the recent  past  in several  meteorological,  oceanographic and also

offshore wind energy applications. However, it is recognized that these satellite derived

offshore  wind  measurements  are  far  from  being  as  accurate  and  reliable  as  in  situ

measurements collected by wind measuring instruments, due to the fact that they show

several and often significant error sources.

Having the WRF model optimised in what is related to the initial/boundary conditions and

PBL parameterization options for the modelling of offshore winds, it becomes pertinent to

assess of this optimised NWP model is able to surpass the performance of satellites in

representig offshore winds. To this end, offshore wind simulations obtained from the WRF

model,  using its optimised configuration,  are compared to offshore wind measurements

collected by satellites. 

5.1 – Determination of the best satellite offshore wind product

One of the most famous and widely used satellite derived offshore wind data sources for

meteorological, oceanographic and wind energy applications is National Aeronautics and

Space  Administration  (NASA) SeaWinds  scatterometer  installed  aboard  the  QuikSCAT
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satellite platform (henceforth simply referred to as QuikSCAT). This scatterometer was

selected as source of satellite derived offshore wind data. Due to the fact that QuikSCAT

wind data is  available in several different  products,  which differ  in  the degree of data

processing, it becomes important to first determine the QuikSCAT product with the best

accuracy when compared to in situ measured offshore wind data. To this end, a comparison

of  the  several  official  QuikSCAT products  offered  by  NASA Physical  Oceanography

Distributed Active Archive Centre (PO.DAAC) was performed by comparing their data to

in  situ measured offshore winds.  This  research is  presented  in  the  following paper,  in

which is included the methodology followed, area under study, QuikSCAT products tested,

observed data used to compare the simulations, introductory notes and state of the art.

Although this paper also considers another offshore wind database (the Cross Calibrated

Multi-Platform Ocean Surface Wind Vectors, CCMP) in the comparison, the most relevant

finding of  this  article  for the present  thesis  is  which QuikSCAT product  shows higher

accuracy in representing offshore winds. This article can be consulted in the link: 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0034425713001983

In section 5.2 a wider selection of alternative sources of offshore wind data (including

CCMP) is compared to measured offshore winds and with WRF modelled offshore winds

(using its optimised configuration), in order to assess if WRF is able to surpass satellite-

derived and also other alternative sources of offshore wind data.
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5.2 – Is the optimised WRF offshore wind simulation able to surpass 

satellite-derived and other alternative sources of offshore wind data?

After  the  selection  of  the  best  official  QuikSCAT  product,  this  database  and  other

alternative sources of offshore wind data are compared to in situ measured offshore winds

and with offshore winds simulated by WRF using its optimised configuration, aiming to

assess if WRF is able to surpass satellite (QuikSCAT) derived and also other alternative

sources  of  offshore  wind  data.  These  other  alternative  sources  of  offshore  wind  data

include unofficial QuikSCAT data processed by other agencies besides NASA (blended

QuikSCAT products  that  may or  not  use other  data  sources  in  its  processing),  CCMP

Ocean Surface Wind Vectors, reanalyses and analyses datasets.

This research is presented in the following paper, in which is included  the methodology

followed,  area  under  study,  offshore  wind  data  sources  tested,  observed  data  used  to

compare the simulations, introductory notes and state of the art. This article can be found

on the link: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S003442571400265X
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Chapter 6 – Climate change impacts on 

future wind energy resource over Europe

This  chapter  presents  the  investigation  about  whether  climate  changes  due  to

anthropogenic  activities  will  impact  the  future  wind  energy  resource  in  Europe.  This

research is presented in the form of an article presently submitted to an international peer-

reviewed scientific journal. Due to the fact that this article is presently under review, the

submitted version of this article is presented below in its original submitted form. In this

article is included the methodology followed, area under study, CMIP5 present and future

climate wind data used, complete and detailed introductory notes and state of the art.
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Chapter 7 – Main conclusions

In this chapter the main findings of all the research presented in this thesis are presented in 

an integrated approach. Thus, the main conclusions to be drawn from the previous chapters

can be summarized as follows:

 The choice of the initial and boundary data used to force the WRF model is of

paramount  importance  to  obtain  accurate  modelled  winds  and  wind  energy

production estimates.  ERA-Interim reanalysis  is the initial  and boundary dataset

that  provides  the  most  accurate  forcing  data  to  drive  the  WRF  model  wind

simulation and wind energy production estimates, both for Portuguese onshore and

adjacent Spanish offshore areas. Among other features, the fact that ERA-Interim

reanalysis  makes  use  of  a  four-dimensional  variational  analysis  method  to

assimilate  observed  data,  oppositely  to  the  three  variational  data  assimilation

methods  used  by  the  other  reanalyses,  proved  to  be  determinant  in  obtaining

accurate modelling results. The NCEP-FNL and NCEP-GFS analyses can be seen

as the best alternatives to ERA-Interim, particularly for cases where reliable NWP

forcing data is needed for real-time applications due to their fast availability. 

 The accuracy of the simulated winds and wind energy production estimates is also

very  dependent  on  the  choice  of  the  planetary  boundary  layer  parameterization

schemes.  The  parameterizations  set  composed  by  the  ACM2-PX  PBL and  SL

schemes was proven to be the best choice in terms of planetary boundary layer

parameterization  schemes  for  the  wind  simulation  and  wind  energy  production

estimates for mainland Portugal and adjacent Spanish offshore areas, for a complete

year simulation period. The fact that the ACM2 PBL scheme combines features of

local and non-local closure schemes and also the fact that the PX LSM scheme

provides  a  better  parameterization  of  the  surface  meteorology  proved  to  be

important in the model near-surface wind simulation performance for a period that

includes the different synoptic/atmospheric stability conditions that typically occur
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in a annual cycle. However, if considering shorter simulation periods (days, weeks,

months),  it  is  necessary  to  assess  the  performance  of  the  several  PBL-SL

parameterization schemes due to their close dependence with the local atmospheric

stability/stratification conditions and synoptic situation.

 The optimisation of the WRF model here presented allowed a significant decrease

of the model errors in simulating wind and wind energy production estimates for

the area under study. Although NWP models can already be successfully seen as

reliable  alternatives  to  in  situ measured winds for wind energy resource spatial

mapping  and  preliminary  production  estimates,  particularly  if  using  its  optimal

configuration, the same cannot be said for wind farm projects in a more advanced

stage (that require highly accurate wind data) due to errors that NWP models still

show when compared with  in situ wind measurements. The main caveats of the

WRF model performance in near surface wind simulation detected in this  work

were:  a  systematic  tendency  to  overestimate  offshore  wind  speeds;  worse

performance  in  simulating  atmospheric  flows  over  complex  terrain  and   areas

located  close  to  the  coast  due  to  limitations  in  representing  the  terrain

characteristics; in simulating low (below 4 m.s-1) and high (above 12 m.s-1) wind

speeds, showing better performance in simulating intermediate winds; a systematic

overestimation  of  low  wind  speeds  and  underestimation  of  high  wind  speeds,

revealing a tendency to remain close to the mean wind speed state. Despite these

limitations,  NWP models  (particularly  the  WRF model)  are  being  continuously

improved and new configuration options being added to their already wide panoply

of available choices, which are expected to improve their performances. Therefore,

it is vital to continuously test and optimise NWP models in order to attain their

fullest capacities and accuracy, aiming to minimize the errors and shorten the path

to NWP models being able to substitute  in situ measurements for accurate wind

energy production estimates.

 Notwithstanding,  and  specifically  for  offshore  areas,  the  optimal  WRF

configuration obtained in this  work allowed a simulation of offshore winds and

wind energy production estimates closer to measured values than offshore wind

measurements  collected  by  satellites  (QuikSCAT,  CCMP and  NWP/QuikSCAT
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blended datasets) for the offshore areas under study. This outcome is of particular

relevance given that, according to the literature published until the present moment,

never  a  NWP was able  to  surpass the accuracy of these satellite  offshore wind

observations,  which  are  often  used  to  assess  offshore  wind  energy  production

potential.  Moreover,  NWP models  have  additional  advantages  such  as  offering

higher  spatial/temporal  resolutions  and  full  data  availability  when  compared  to

satellite-derived  offshore  wind  data,  and  are  able  to  offer  wind  data  for  any

geographical area and temporal period. However, the offshore areas under study are

coastal  and  it  is  know  that  satellites  have  their  strength  in  open  ocean  areas,

showing strong limitations in collecting measurements over areas near the coast

due to their limited resolution. Thus, it is expected that satellites can show better

performances in measuring open ocean offshore winds. Nevertheless, considering

that  currently  typical  offshore  wind farms  are  located  in  coastal  areas  and that

satellites are unable to accurately depict winds over such areas, together with the

fact  that  the  NWP modelling  results  showed  better  performance  than  satellite

measurements in these coastal areas over the Iberian Peninsula, an optimised NWP

model may be the best alternative to in situ offshore wind measurements in coastal

areas.  Yet,  new  generations  of  satellites  that  measure  offshore  winds  are

continuously  being  developed  and  deployed  in  orbit.  Thus,  it  becomes  vital  to

conduct  a  parallel  effort  that,  one  the  one  hand,  continuously  performs  NWP

optimisation studies in order to attain their fullest capacities and accuracy and, on

the other hand, continuously compares optimised NWP modelled winds to the latest

satellite-derived offshore wind data to choose the best alternative to in situ offshore

wind measurements.

 According  to  the  IPCC  latest  future  climate  projections  under  anthropogenic-

induced  climate  changes,  the  future  panorama  for  the  large-scale  wind  energy

resource over Europe does not seem promising. The future European wind energy

production potential tends to be lower than the one presently available, due to a

decreasing  tendency  of  the  large-scale  wind  speeds  over  the  current  century,

especially  by  the  end  of  the  current  century  and  under  scenarios  of  stronger

radiative  forcing.  Some  exceptions  to  this  decreasing  tendency  of  future  wind

speeds  are  detected  in  Central/Northern  Europe,  Turkey  and  in  the  Iberian
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Peninsula. In these areas, the wind energy resource can slightly increase in future

times, especially by the end of the current century and under scenarios of stronger

radiative forcing. In terms of the wind energy resource intra-annual variability, it

tends to be lower in the future due to wind speeds decrease in cold seasons and

increase in warmer seasons, particularly in the end of the current century and under

scenarios of stronger radiative forcing. Oppositely, no significant changes in the

inter-annual variability are expected over Europe during the current century. These

findings should be seen as a preliminary warning that  a continuous increase of

greenhouse gases emissions can jeopardize our ability to mitigate such emissions,

at least in what is related to the role and contribution of wind energy. By negatively

affecting future wind energetic resource, climatic changes can weaken wind power

active and vital  contribute to reduce greenhouse gases emissions. Therefore,  the

climate change itself can inherently diminish our ability to fight it,  in a kind of

“snow  ball”  effect,  at  least  in  what  is  related  to  the  wind  energy  role  in  of

greenhouse gases emissions mitigation.  However,  it  needs to be highlighted and

seriously  borne  in  mind the  significant  uncertainty  associated  to  global  models

future climate projections that, together with the limited ability of the IPCC CMIP5

global models to accurately represent the past-present wind climate over Europe

due to their intrinsic limitations, provides limited confidence to the future panorama

of  the  European  wind  energy  resource  projected  by  these  models.  Thus,  the

information provided by these models should be seen primarily as a preliminary

picture of the large scale future tendencies of the wind energy resource and further

research focused on these themes should be performed by downscaling  CMIP5

GCMs  output  to  regional  and  local  scales,  in  order  to  better  represent  the

topography and land use and thus better simulate near surface winds.
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Chapter 8 – Future work

Although the work presented in this thesis encompassed several different approaches to

optimise  the  WRF  model,  aiming  to  improve  its  wind  simulations  and  wind  energy

estimates, and focused on the anthropogenic-induced climate changes impacts on future

wind energy resource over Europe, it also revealed that these are continuous efforts with a

lot of work left to be done. This chapter aims to shed some light in “where do we go from

here” in the issues focused in this work: what can be done to further optimise the WRF

model, improving its wind simulations and wind energy production estimates, namely in

what is related to its initial/boundary conditions and configuration options? Even if these

improvements are achieved, will NWP offshore wind modelling be able to keep up with

the developments and progress in satellite offshore wind measurements, providing more

accurate offshore wind data than satellites? As for the future panorama of wind energy

resource, what can be done to add certainty and detail to future climate projections?

As  aforementioned,  the  WRF  model  is  being  continuously  improved  and  new

configuration options being added to its already wide panoply of available choices in each

new release of this model. In order to continue to use its optimal configuration and thus

obtain  the  best  wind  modelling  results,  it  is  necessary  to  continuously  test  its  latest

configuration options assessing if they can improve the wind modelling accuracy. In what

is more directly related to near-surface wind modelling, it is necessary to test the new PBL

parameterization schemes added to the latest WRF model versions released. Besides PBL

parameterization schemes, the latest WRF versions include new options that are expected

to  refine  the  WRF performance in  near-surface  wind modelling.  For  onshore  sites,  an

updated version of the topographic correction of surface winds to represent extra drag from

sub-grid  topography  and  enhanced  atmospheric  flow  at  hill  tops  (option  topo_wind,

described in Jimenez and Dudhia, 2012) appears as a promising tool to minimize the WRF

model  near-surface wind errors  caused by its  limitations  in  accurately representing the

terrain  topography and land use/roughness.  As reported  in  this  work,  one  of  the  main

limitations  and  sources  of  error  of  WRFs  onshore  wind  modelling  performance  is  its
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limited ability to resolve the local topography and terrain roughness, which will strongly

impact  the  simulation  of  near-surface  winds,  particularly  in  sites  located  in  complex

terrain.  Thus,  it  becomes  clear  the  need  to  test  this  new  option  for  onshore  areas,

particularly  for  sites  located in  complex terrain.  For  offshore  sites,  the new 3D ocean

model added to WRF (detailed in Price et al., 1994) seems able to offer improvements in

near-surface ocean wind modelling.  This  model  predicts  horizontal  advection,  pressure

gradient force, as well as mixed layer processes. From the work presented in this thesis it

was seen that the WRF model tends to overestimate near-surface ocean winds, most likely

due (but not  only)  to the fact  the WRF model  does not  include an ocean model,  thus

considering  the  ocean  as  a  constant  flat  surface  while  the  real  ocean  has  higher  and

variable  roughness  lengths  as  a  consequence  of  variations  in  the  ocean surface  height

(tides, swells, etc.). Therefore, the lower roughness lengths simulated by the model over

the ocean will originate higher winds, due to the lower friction between atmosphere and

ocean  surface.  Therefore,  this  new  3D  ocean  model  may  be  able  to  offer  significant

improvements in the simulation of near-surface ocean winds.

As for further improve the initial and boundary data to drive NWP wind modelling, given

that in this work practically all reanalyses and analyses currently available were tested, the

next step will  be to assimilate  wind measurements directly to  the initial  and boundary

fields. Given that wind measurements collected in wind farm measuring campaigns and in

offshore buoys moored offshore the Iberian Peninsula are not assimilated in any of the

reanalyses and analyses datasets currently available, it is expected that the assimilation of

this  wind  data  on  the  NWP model  initial  and  boundary  fields  can  bring  significant

improvements  to  wind modelling  results.  For  this,  the  WRF model  Data  Assimilation

System (both the 3D-Var, 4D-Var and the observational nudging) can be used to assimilate

wind measurements onto the WRF model initial and boundary fields and further improve

the wind modelling results. To further improve the wind modelling results the NWP spatial

resolution  can  also  be  increased,  depending  on  the  available  computational  resources.

Having the NWP model optimized, further improvements in the wind modelling results can

be achieved by using Model Output Statistics and Neural Networks in the post-processing

of the NWP output. Furthermore, the NWP output can be downscaled from the meso- to

the micro-scale by using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) models. CFD models are
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capable of modelling wind flows at very fine spatial resolutions (50-10 m), and also able to

represent the terrain topography and land-use at these fine resolutions. Thus, the use of

CFD  models  to  downscale  mesoscale  output  from NWP models  is  expected  to  bring

significant improvements in the wind modelling performance, as it has been witnessed in

the recent past.

In parallel with these efforts to further optimise the WRF model wind modelling, it also

necessary to focus on the new generation of satellites that remotely measure offshore near-

surface  winds  (for  example,  the  ASCAT,  OSCAT  and  RAPIDSCAT  scaterometters).

Besides the pertinent issue of comparing these new offshore wind datasets with the best

WRF offshore wind simulations, aiming to assess what is the best alternative to directly in

situ measured  offshore  wind data,  if  any  of  these  satellite-derived  offshore  wind  data

shows higher accuracy than the optimised WRF offshore wind simulations when compared

to in situ measurements, it will also be pertinent to assimilate this remotely sensed data into

WRFs initial and boundary fields, which can be of particular importance when no in situ

offshore wind data is available for assimilation.

As for the future panorama of wind energy resource under climate change scenarios, the

obvious  next  step  is  to  analyse  the  EURO-CORDEX  downscaling  project  data.  This

project,  in  which  are  involved  the  main  European  research  institutes  connected  to

climatology and climate changes, downscales the CMIP5 GCM data to Europe making use

of several RCMs. Due to the aforementioned GCMs limitations in accurately representing

the terrain characteristics (topography and land use/roughness) caused by its limited spatial

resolution  and,  consequently,  also  the  near-surface  atmospheric  circulations  that  are

strongly influenced by these factors, it is expected that the downscaling of GCM data with

RCMs can bring significant improvements in terms of detail, confidence and reliability of

the  future  climate  projections.  Another  approach  that  can  be  followed  is  to  use  the

optimised WRF configuration to downscale CMIP5 GCM data to regional and local scales.
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